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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Government in the Sunshine State: Florida Since Statehood. By David
R. Colburn and Lance deHav n-Smith. (Gaine vill : Universit
Press of Florida, 1999. xvi, 168 pp. Foreword, prefac , acknowldgments, introduction, bibliography, ind x . $19.95 cloth.)
The author manag to pack a great deal of information into
the one hundred fift en page of actual text which compri thi
mall volume. The foreword i by former governor Rubin O 'D
Askew, with favorable comm nts by pre-publication reader ranging from Senator Bob Graham to Professor Michael Gannon of th
Univer ity of Florida. David R. Colburn is professor of history and
director of the Reubin O 'D Askew In titut on Politic and Soci ty
at the University of Florida and Lanc deHaven-Smith is professor
of public admini tration and associate dire tor of the Florida In titute of Government at Florida State Univ r ity, al 0 named after
former governor Ask w.
The bo k has a tremendous bias in favor of more governm nt
and more spending as w 11 a an impatience with th Florida voter
who doe not seem to appreciat that this is what is really need d to
solve the state' problems. Thus, Colburn and deHaven-Smith write
of "the public's notoriou ly ho tile attitude toward taxe " (124) ,
while advocates of small governm n t might ee this as an admirable
quality. The authors' view reflects more than a little of the "mandarin expert" attitude of academics and bureaucrats, dating back to
the Progre sives at the turn of the twentieth century, that the public simply cannot understand th complex problem of mod rn
g v rnment. At least th Progre ives did not share the author '
disdain for the idea of public refer nda, but instead encouraged it.
In their discu sion of environmental problem , urban sprawl,
and other aspects of growth management, the authors s m fru trat d with a voting public that do not appreciate the need for
[84]
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mor government involvement and spending. They appear unaware that, along with the economic prosperity of the 1990s, the
tat ' budget more than doubled between 1989 and 1999, from a
littl ov r $23 billion to over $48 billion. One i tempted to inquire
of th m, how many more billions of dollars would be needed to
achi ve their ambitious governmental agenda? In other writings on
growth management, deHav n-Smith has always maintained that
growth management will never work unless its powers are gr atly
expanded and greater funds poured into the program. It is difficult to disagree with that assessment!
It i fitting that both men should be associated with in titute
bearing the name of former governor Reubin Askew, for it wa in
hi governorship (1970-1978) that perhaps "bigger government"
advocacy reached its high point. In the 1980s and since, both the
nation and Florida have increasingly sought market olution to
problems, especially with the collapse of communist nation that
di dained any such market ideas. While form r governor Lawton
hiles began to seek uch olutions in a limit d way, thi book is
devoid of a discu sion of that whole approach to government's
potential role.
It i not as if such market solution have not been discu sed by
orne policy analysts in Florida. To any reader exploring this small
b k, thi reviewer recommends Randall G. Holcombe's Public Policy and the Quality of Life: Market Incentives Versus Government Planning

(1995) for a totally differen t paradigmatic approach to many of the
environmental and growth management problems for which Colburn and deHaven-Smith seek expanded gov rnmental interventi n. Holcombe offers market-ba ed olution to a number of
problems such a natural resources, the nvironment, urban
sprawl, growth management, land use, housing and home Ie sness,
regulation of quality standards, health care, health insurance, and
public health.
In short, instead of the Colburn/ deHaven-Smith view of govrnment with task of increased size and spending, Holcombe offers
a view in which government is the mechani m that sets the rules
within which markets can seek to solve these problems. Indeed, as
Floridians begin to explore emerging public policy issues in the
lw nty-first century, this little volume may well be viewed as a clasic, the "climax" of the neo-mercantilist, interventionist worldview.
Florida Atlantic University
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Santa Maria de Galve: A Story of Survival. Edited by Virginia Parks.
(Pensacola: Pensacola Hi torical Society, 1998. x, 174 pp. List of
maps and illu trations, acknowledgments, index. $14.95 paper.)

In 1559, the ill-fated Tri tan de Luna y Arellano colonizing expedition to Pensacola Bay, Florida, failed miserably because of a
hurricane and incompe t n ce. It would be nearly 140 years before
the Spanish once mor attempt d a colony at the site. Thanks
largely to Spani h f, ar of a Fr nch colony on the Culf Coa t, a ren ewed effort was mad to find a uitable outpost for Spain. Admiral
Andre de Pez and Don Carlo d igu enza y Congora reported
favorably in 1693 of th Pen acola Bay area, urging their uperior
to et up a presidio (a combination fort, village, and church ) . Their
recommendation were h eard , and in 1698 the Spanish e tabli h ed
the first permanent colony at P nsacola in the form of the Presidio
Santa Maria de Calv , itua t d on the bluff: overlooking the pa to
th e Culf. The presidio exist d from 1698 to 1722, eventually falling
victim to a Fre nch attack. M ter th French were r mov d th Spanish moved the colony to the shifting ands of Santa Rosa Island until 1752. Surviving hurrican es on a barrier island finally convinced
the Spanish to move again , this time to the mainland where the
present-day city of Pensacola stands. The original colony of Santa
Maria d e Calve fell into oblivion , with only a succession of fortifications marking the ar a ov r th n xt f, w hundred year. In 1995 ,
archaeological excavations at th e Pensacola Naval Air Station confirmed the existen ce of the original presidio, and a wealth of data
em erged. To cele brat th 300th anniver ary of Santa Marfa d
Calve, the Pensacola Historical Society published Santa Maria de
Calve: A tory of Survival, which offer r ader an exemplary account of thi fir t p erman nt Pensa ola.
The book is a collection of articles by both historians and archaeologi ts, and overall the ditor ucceeds in blending a true description of this colonial poch. Littl in-d pth cholarly r arch
had bee n conducted on this episod e in Spain' colonization of
Florida, and so the articles are truly nlightening. For Florida hi torian , the h eart and soul of thi volum i "Th Pr idio Santa
Maria de Calve: The First Permanent European Settlement on the
Northern Culf oa t, 16 8-1722" by William S. Coker and R.
V\ ayne Childers. Utilizing newly tran lated Spanish do urn nt, th
authors provide a detailed and compreh ensive account (84 page
of the book) of th pr sidio, complete with plendid economi ,
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cultural, military, ocial, and political details. Coker al 0 provides a
chapter which d lineates the role of Admiral Andres de Pez in the
re-establishment of Pensacola.
Judith A. Bense contributes a chapter on the archaeological investigation at the presidio, and the rediscovery of the site and the
archaeological detective work i riveting. SandraJohnson examines
th often complex relationship between the French in nearby
Mobile and the Spanish in Pensacola. Though traditional enemies,
both colonies interacted with each other in their common struggle
for survival. Jane E. Dysart's chapter explores the role of the Native
Americans in West Florida and the region near the presidio. The
book i rounded off with an introduction by Jesse Earle Bowden
and attractive illustrations by Dave Edwards. Appropriate maps,
photographs, and an index complement the volume.
Too many times historians and archaeologists fail to utilize
each other's resources, so it is rewarding to see a splendid marriage
of history and archaeology in this volume. As a resource tool for
this period of Pensacola's colonial history, the authors and publisher have created an attractive and readable scholarly account
that will be the standard work for many years to come.

Pensacola Junior College

BRIAN R. RUCKER

Timucuan ChiefcWms ofSpanish Florida, Volume 1: Assimilation. Volume 2:
Resistance and Destruction. By John E. Worth. (Gainesville: University Pre s of Florida, 1998. List of figures and tables, foreword,
preface, note, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth each.)
On the eve of the European conquest of Florida in the sixteenth century, the area of the peninsula between the St. Johns
River region of the Atlantic coast and the Aucilla River of the Big
Bend was inhabited by dozens of small, independent aboriginal
chiefdoms. Living by farming, hunting, fishing, and gathering,
these native people were relatively dispersed across the landscape,
although they did at times join in alliance to flex their military muscle against European intrusion, most notably in a large pitched battle against De Soto's conquistadores in 1539 when four hundred
warriors surpri ed the advancing Sp'aniards. But for the most part
these interior chiefdoms remain~d peripheral to the larger
schemes of Spanish conquest until the end of the sixteenth century,
when Florida assumed a new role in the Spanish colonial empire.
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With all hope of extracting rich min ral wealth long sinc
dashed, the Spaniard looked to Florida as guardian and protector
of the Bahama Channel, through which passed Spanish ships laden
with New World treasure on their westward voyage acro the Atlantic. Early in the eventeenth century a econd rol for Florida
emerged, as a buffer against the southward expan ion of the Fren h
and British presence. In this rapidly changing world, the aboriginal
people of the Florida interior suddenly achieved greater importance. Within decad ,the Timucua Indians, as they came to b
called, were swept into the European colonial economy and became,
for a time, major play r in the precariou global balance of pow r.
This is the story historian and anthropologistJohn Worth tell in hi
rna terful two-volume study, Tirn'Uc'Uan Chiefdoms of Spanish Florida.
Worth is intere ted in following the path of cultural change
among the Timucua, one that ultimately led to their complete a imilation into the Spanish colonial system. At the core of hi tud
(most of Volume Two) i the mo t d tailed xamination in print of
the causes, events and consequence of th Timucuan Rebellion
of 1656, the largest concerted effort by the Timucuan chief to
overthrow Spani h colonial authority. U ing n wly di covered
sources long buried in the Spani h archive until hi trips to S ville
and Madrid in the early 1990 , the full v r ion of known documents pr viou ly u ed in hortened or annotated form , and the
results of archa ological excavations at everal key Timucuan mi sions, Worth provides a fresh historical and anthropological recontruction of Timucuan culture. Worth makes several points cl ar
and returns to them in both volume. The Spaniard n d d to cr ate and control a pool of Timucuan labor for th military draft, for
agricultural production, and a burden bearers. The Spaniard
needed to control th Timucuan t rritory in order to a£ guard th
Camino R al as it pa d from the agriculturally rich Apalach
Province to the west through the interior to the capital at St. Augustine. And, in order to accomplish these objective , th Spaniards
needed to control th Timucuan chief, who sat at the key node of
social, political, and economic control in aboriginal ociety.
From th persp ctive of Spani h ne d ,the stabli hrnent of
th mis ion y tern provided the perfect olution to the probl m
of control. Dispersed aboriginal population could be moved to
centralized mi sion villages, either through ntic rn nt or r duction. Once ther , they were countabl and controllable by th
priest or occasional armed repr sentatives of the Crown. Furth r,
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th mi ions provided a fixed location for the one-to-one relationship beh<veen priest and chief, an interaction that almost always resulted in conversion. Although the Timucuan Province itself wa
too agriculturally marginal to contribute significantly to the Spanish colonial economy, when the missions were at their prim in the
middle decades of the seventeenth century prior to th rebellion,
Timucua was indeed the backbone of the colonial nt rprise. The
processes through which the Timucuan chiefdom w re int grated
into the mission system are the focus of Volume One.
Volume One: Assimilation opens with h<\Io chapters on the cultural and archaeological baselines for the tudy of the Timucuan
chiefdoms. Here Worth correlates as clo ely a he can the various
archaeological complexes throughout north Florida with hi torically identifiable chiefdoms, and he addresses both demographic
decline and the r configuration of native society and politics following initial European contact. The next h<\Io chapters describe
the early years of missionization beh<\leen 1587 and 1630 and stre
that the formal establi hm nt of mission could only take place
with the chief's approval. Three chapters are then devoted to each
of the major political jurisdictions coexisting in seventeenth-century Spanish Florida-the Republic of Indians, the order of Franci can priests, and the secular Spanish military government.
Worth's figure 5.1 nicely diagram the relationship beh<\leen these
pow rs and hints at the structural t n ion which eventually resulted in the y tem's demise.
In the second half of the volume, Worth explores the economic dimen ions of the mi sion system, particularly emphasizing
the negative consequences that Florida's dependency on royal provisions had on the Indian Fund. The primary economic relationship beh<\leen the Spani h colonial government in St. Augu tine
and the mi ion provinces revolved around the production and distribution of corn. In many ways this was an all- ncompassing relationship, as the cultivation of corn in the provinces and its
movem nt to St. Augustine depend d on Indian muscle and sweat.
On top of the agricultural work in the mi ion fi ld ,a y tern
of draft labor known as repartimiento brought Indian worker to
the fields of St. Augustine, where they had to be fed for the duration of their stay. In overview, the net gain and 10 e in uch a system were never far apart. Timucua's role was to keep the flow of
corn and labor from the more pro perous Apalachee Province
secure, minimiz losses of goods and services in tran port, and pro-
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vide a ready source of draft labor or militia when needed, all pr cariously balanced on the good will of the chiefs. Lacking a strong
military presence in the interior and therefore not realistically able
to ehreaten coercion, the Spaniards relied on skillful diplomacy
and cultivated Indian self-interest to keep the system functioning.
Laced throughout Volume One are numerous references from
original Spanish sources to cimmarones, not meaning the later
Seminoles to whom the name came to be applied, but rather Timucuan fugitives fleeing the missions. In the pre-rebellion years, favored destinations for the refugees were the inaccessible regions of
the Okefenokee Swamp and the upper St. Johns River of central
Florida. Mter the 1656 rebellion, the meaning of the word shifted
slightly to apply to those Timucuas fleeing Spanish retaliation. Particularly in the post-rebellion era, bands of cimmarones were perceived as threats to Spanish attempts to regain control of the
province and were sought out by military patrols.
Volume 1wo: Resistance and Destruction focuses on the causes and
consequences of the 1656 Timucuan Rebellion and the ultimate
collapse of the Timucua mission system. Worth carefully synthesizes the documentary evidence for both the immediate and systemic causes of the rebellion. His presentation also unveils the
growing political tensions that threatened to bring the European
colonial empires to a flash point in the New World theater. Acting
under the presumption of an impending British attack on the
Spanish colony at St. Augustine, Governor Rebolledo had no
choice but to call up the Indian Militia as reinforcements. But the
militia, consisting of the chiefs and highest ranking warriors from
each village, were required to carry their own food to St. Augustine,
and once there, to be responsible for provisioning themselves. Unknown to the new governor, this order violated the fundamental
protocol of Spanish-Indian relations, that the status and prestige of
the chiefly office and native social distinctions would be respected.
Rebolledo's further mismanagement of the Indian Fund exacerbated the ill feelings of the chiefs.
Several chiefs, attempting to stave off what seemed to be the intentional undermining of their power, called for the murder of all
secular Spahiards in the province. In a brief fit of violence lasting
several days in late spring of 1656, seven people were killed in the
Timucua Province, two of whom were Mrican slaves working at the
La Chua ranch. The rebellion failed to overthrow Spanish authority and proved to be counterproductive to the chiefs' interests. The
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main con pirator w re garroted, the region pacifi d through a resettlem nt plan which brought all villages within r ady ac e of
the Spanish military. This plan proved to b the doom ofTimucua,
as th
n w mi sions proved easy targ
for Engli h-back d raids
and Apalachicola warrior b tween 16 5 and 1706. By
by Yama
1706, fiv town of Timucuan refugee had settled within the prot ctiv ight of the Spanish fortress at St. Augu tine, and de pite
som 1 v 1 of cultural mixing with other r fuge and stabili ty, only
ixty or 0 Timucuas were surviving by 1763 when Florida wa
turn d over to the British crown. The e few urvivors qui ckly dwindled in numb r after relocating to Spanish Cuba.
Thi i a rna t rful study, notabl both for its depth of COy rag
and its ov rarching anthropological framework. Although larg ly
succe sful in ynthesizing the anthropological concern for cultural
proc sand th historical need for tight chronological control,
ther i om r om for minor di appointment. Worth never engages the archa ological record as an ind pendent lin e of evidence,
relegating it in tead to a supporting rol . Worth acknowl dg thi
choic arty on and justifies it, but in 0 doing I aves the door op n
for new persp tive more fully informed by archaeological int rpretation. This mall point aside, Worth' r markable two-volum
tudy is a major contribution to our knowl dge of the Timucua
chi fdoms and th Spani h colonial enterpri
University of South Florida

BRENT

R. WEISMAN

Southern Women in Revolution, 1776-1800: Personal and Political Narratives. By Cynthia A. Ki rner. (Columbia: Univ rsity of South
Carolina Pr s, 1998. xxviii , 253 pp. Acknowl dgm nts , editorial
m thod, list of abbr viations, j'n tr duction, appendice, I ct
bibliograph , index. 34.95 cloth.)

Although the title of Cynthia Kierner's book sugge ts an encompa ing hi tory of outh rn worn n in th Revolution ary War
peri d, the olum mor accurately covers th hi t r of women 's
petition to gov rnment at a critical moment in arly Ameri an hi tory. In the period of the War for Indep nd n and its aftermath,
the rat of women , petitioning to tate authoriti
xpand d normOll Iy. Ki rn r coll ected and pre ented here, according to her
calculation, one-eighth of the p titions women pr ented to th
legi latures of Virginia, the Carolina and G orgia between 1776
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and 1800. The book is organiz d into five thematic chapter: one
on "Families at War, " one each on the costs borne by Whig and Loyalist women, a chapt r on women and citizenship, and a final chapter on "the limits of revolution" in fai ling to redr ss inequitable
law relating to lavery, marriag , and pr perty. Each chapter begins with a hort, v ry readabl
say introducing th topic, and
then r produces fourteen to twenty-five hort documents. Kierner
introduc each document with a paragraph describing the context of each p titi n and identifies individuals and ev nts mentioned in th pa sag s in her thorough footnotes.
Analyzing th rh toric women invok d in the service of their
r quests, Kierner recovers women' voice , whil imultan ousl
howing the parameters imposed on them and limitin g their
p echo Whig worn n found it useful to tr s their political allegiances with tho e in the legislatur s, and many of their petition
reflect a political tr ak while, conver ly, some Tory women found
that they n d d to tre th ir submission to conventional gender
expectations to explain their wartim acc ptance of their hubands ' , as well as British, authority a ' am ans to recov r prop rty.
Other widows and wives of Tory men , al 0 eking to r ov r land
and slaves forfeited during the war, tr
d their parat id ntities as a means to di tance them elv from th ir Briti h alliances .
The outcom p titioners hoped to achieve af£ cted the degree of
political knowl dg and loyalty that the e women chose to invoke.
As a result, although the book' title balances the "privat " and
"public" nature f the petitions a narratives, the reader is I ft to
d cid how far the e women' petitions reflect expediency and
how far they suggest women 's public voice. Certainly, Kiern r offer an impre ive and compelling rie of public narratives that
contain information on women' wide range of wartime activitie ,
but these petition are a particular kind of text, written to sway potentially hostile legislators. As a re ult, th p ronal dimension of
those narratives as a story-telling devic remains somewhat su pect-the desired r suIt demanded that the e women pre ent th ir
accounts within a particular framework. The r ader i I ft to wonder how far women ' voices in their p titi n resemble that of their
oth r writing, where any survive. Still , thi is a refreshing dilemma.
Early American women's history, more than accounts of later p riods, has stres ed women' privat words and actions.
The book includes compelling passag s that will int rest the
general and academic reader alike. Professors teaching worn n '
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history and the Revolutionary War period may find this a useful set
of primary source to have shelved at their institution ' librari in
order to b able to a sign interesting term pap r topic from it. Th
volum will be particularly inter sting for read rs of this journal in
part because it establi h s a southern tradition of women's petitioning, an act a sociated in the antebellum period primarily with northern anti- lavery activi ts. More pecifically related to Florida i the
ignificance of Ea t Florida as a destination for Loyalists who fled the
rebelling colonie only to migrate from their new homes when the
British th n turned it over to the Spanish. Some of the petitioners
them Iv were involved in the multiple migrations to East Florida
and then on to Jamaica, Canada, Britain, and Sierra Leone, but
oth r petitioner remained in their homes in the South attempting
to recover property or obtain clemency for husbands forced out by
their political allegiances. This volume provides useful materials for
understanding women's public writing and, with Kierner's Beyond the
Household (1998), offers an interesti.ng overview of the ambiguities
and contradictions inherent in the ways Amelicans under tood gender in the Revolutionary War period and afterwards.

Beloit College

LI DA L. STURTZ

Historical Memoir ofthe War in West Florida and Louisiana in 181 ~15 with
an Atlas. By Arsene Lacarliere Latour. Edited with an introduction
by Gene A. Smith. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1999.
xlii, 358 pp. Editor's acknowledgments, editor's introduction, preface, introduction, notes, appendices, index. $49.95 cloth.)

Latour wrote this book in French, had it translated into English, then in 1816 published it in Philadelphia. The state of Florida printed a facsimile in 1964 through the University Pre s of
Florida as part of the Quadricentennial Facsimile and Reprint serie . In 1999 the Historic New Orleans Collection, again using the
University Press of Florida, reissued this invaluable historical work.
It is a new printing, taken word-for-word from the 1816 original
without a single error. The resultant volume is far handsomer than
the facsimile and is manageable in size and print.
The original had on volume of text and one of maps. Its eight
maps, accurately copied, are included in the current edition packag d in an envelope . The original priced at $5.00 did not cover
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costs; the new issue is priced ten urnes higher. It contains forty-two
pag s of introduction, 160 pages of Latour's text, and 165 pages of
documents collected by Latour and coded to the text.
Jane deGrummond wrote the introduction to the 1964 facsimile, including what little was known then about Arsene Lacarriere
Latour. The 1999 edition in contra t starts with an informative introduction by Gene A. Smith, offering much more about Latour
than has ever appeared before in print. The man was an engineer
and an architect, sometimes in the service of the United States,
sometimes as an agent for Spain. All of his life he had to struggle
for financial securi ty.
Born in France in October 1778, Latour lived through part of
the French Revolution. Next, residing in San Domingue, he observed an attempt by a Napoleonic army to take control of that island. Then he made his way to the United States in time to
participate in Andrew Jackson 's New Orleans campaign during the
War of 1812. Since mo t of the army engineers were involved in
conflict in the Great Lakes Theater, Jackson had need of and used
Latour as an engineer with the rank of major. His first assignment
was to map the Gulf Coast from the Escambia River to the River
LaFourche. The resultant maps, together with others Latour drew
of battle sites, are indispensable in the study of the War of 1812.
Latour wa closely involved throughout jackson's remarkable
campaign. It was he who told the General that the British would
probably advance against New Orleans via Lake Borgne and its
bayous. They came that way reaching within seven miles of the city
without being discovered. Sixteen days later onJanuary 8, 1815,Jackson's motley army stopped them with great slaughter on the left
bank of the Mis i sippi River. D-isaster loomed on the other bank, but
Latour insisted that if the defens line he had chosen there had
been used, it would have been secure. John Lambert, the only British
major general still able to command, stunned by the fearful losses
across the river, hastily withdrew the force from the right bank.
Latour, who was in touch with the Lafittes at Barataria, left the
only contemporary account of the fateful meeting between Jackson
and Lafitte which brought the gun and expert gunners from Barataria into the American line with devastating effect. Latour contended that the Baratarians were not pirates, but rather privateers
with letters from either France or Cartagena.
Andrew Jack on was Latour' hero, showing the ultimate in
personal courage and firmness and compo ure under stress. The
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saving of New Orleans from rapine and plunder was due to one
man: Andrew Jackson. What a triumph he wrought: inflicting 2444
casualties, while losing only 336 Americans-seven to one. The Administrator Apostolic of the Diocese of Louisiana in a sermon before the General gave the principal credit to God, adding that God
had ndowed Andrew Jackson with a superior brain.
In this book the enemy is the perfidious Briton. Jack on' aide,
Thomas Butler, told the citizens of New Orleans that they were facing the common enemy of mankind, the highway robber of the
world. Britain was waging a war of vengeance marked by cruelty,
lust, and horror unknown to civilized nations.
Latour' language and the quotes from documents in the book
are in the romantic mood. To Latour the War of 1812 was glorious;
an evaluation not adopted by later generations. When Andrew
Jack on i ued a farewell proclamation to his troops he wrote, "Go
th n my brave companions full of honor and crowned with laurels
that will never fade." The laurels did in time fade. The reissue of
this indispen able book in attractive form is welcome and useful.
Gainesville

JOHN

K.

MAHON

Amidst a Stonn ofBullets: The Diary ofLt. Henry Prince in Florida, 1836-

1842. Edited by Frank Laumer. (Tampa: University of Tampa
Press, 1999. xxiv, 166 pp. Illustrations, foreword, preface, introduction, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth.)
The Second Seminole War's importance to Florida, southern,
and United States history should not be underestimated. The 18351842 conflict stirred national controversy that engulfed several
presidential administrations, drained a treasure of government revnues, forced the rethinking of prevailing military concepts,
trained a good part of the army and navy officer corps, and devastated peninsular Florida before launching the territory on a bitter
and divisive trail to statehood. Beyond that, the war prompted what
may have been the nation's largest slave rebellion before compelling the relocation of thousands of Creeks, Seminoles, Mikasukis,
and Black Seminoles to Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texa .
We have been both fortunate and unfortunate in gaining access to information about the war. Several historians, most notably
John K. Mahon with his History of the Second Seminole War, have offered in-depth examinations. Yet, the few readily available contem-
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porary accounts con i t mainly of surg on Jacob Rhett Motte '
journals, relea d by ditor James F. Sund rman and the University
of Florida Press in 1963; Bartholomew M. Lynch's journals, published in 1965 a a Florida State University master's the i ; and, to
orne extent, John T. Sprague's classic The Origin, Progress, and onelusion of the Florida War, issued in 1 48. Huge gaps remained to be
filled , though. Among them were oldier' day-to-day experience ,
the war's impact upon civilians, and the key roles of black warrior
and slaves.
Fortunately, Lieutenant Henry Prince's diary now affords us an
excellent additional resource. Essentially lost for well over on century, the document came to light thanks to the discerning eye of
Frank Laumer, respected historian of the Dade Massacre. With assistance from numerous volunteer, including Professor Mahon ,
Laumer meticulously transcribed and annotated his find. The original then was deposited for researchers in the P. K. Yonge Library of
Florida History, U niversi ty of Florida.
The diary records Prince's Second Seminole War experience
beginning January 10, 1836, and ending April 25, 1 42, but th
lieutenant' ab ences from Florida during May 22, 1837 to January
3, 1838, and during 1839 to April 5, 1 42, I ft large gap. Wh n the
author wa on the c ne, howev r, h proved an articulat chronicler from a participant'S day-to-day per pective. Since orders took
Prince to virtually all key battlefields, he left us with careful de cription of each one. Dozens of the officer' wonderful drawing, which
were entered directly into the diary, supplement his words. Sometimes, they provid the only illu tration available on their subj cts.
Almost half the diary's content deal solely with the war'fir t
year, and here the author' pro crackl with the excitement and
dread of white-hot war or else evokes the boredom and i olation
endured in waiting for action. Word pi tures of fighting at the
Withlacoochee Riv r bring those long-ago days alive, as do passages
concerning Fort Drane, Fort King, Fort Izard, Fort Brooke, and
similar place .
His experiences left the Ii ut nant with grudging respect for
his black and Indian foes , but his sentiments ran harder wh n it
came to white Floridians, for whom he felt little affection. 'Farewell
ye Crackers! & ye cracker girl & a far well ye one-roomed log hou e
wh re live, & Ie p , a g neration," h penned at one point. "Farewell the dirty foot, slipshod, but never knew a stocking; the unwashed face; ropy hair; the wearing, lazy, idle, lut! ,' he continued
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before adding, ''Ye drinking, drawling, boa ting, cowardly liggard -Fare ye w 11!" (118).
The editor has taken pains to provide helpful supplementary
material for the reader. Beyond annotations, Laumer ha included
in an introduction and an epilogue a well-researched biographical
es ay on Henry Prince, and in a preface he has detailed the diary'
provenance and th teps he and his as ociates took to pre erve
and make available the diary' contents.
Mention should be made that, with this and other r cent publication , the Univer ity of Tampa Pre ha contributed ignificantly to tudi in Florida history and culture, always doing 0 in a
manner reflecting high standards of quality.
Frank Laumer and the Seminole War Hi toric Foundation,
Inc. de erve commendation for bringing the Prince diary forward
in 0 useful a fashion. It hould find a valu d place in collection of
Florida and United States military hi tory.
}Zorida Supreme Court Historical Society

CANTER BROW

JR

The Croom Family and Goodwood Plantation: Land, Litigation and
Southern Lives. By William Warren Roger and Erica R. Clark.
(Athens: Univer ity of Georgia Pr ss, 1999. xvii, 290 pp. List of
illustration , prefac , acknowledgments, appendix, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth.)
For the past thirty years, historians have been writing booklength accounts of outhern elite families and their migration from
one part of the upper SOUtl1 to the lower South or the Southwest. But
few can rival the comp tence and completenes of William W. Roger
and Erica Clark's efforts. Their new book, The Croom Family and Goodwood Plantation: Land, Litigation and Southern Live, gives a detai led decription and analy i of Hardy Bryan Croom's undertaking to
migrate from North Carolina, the place of his birth, to either Charle ton, South Carolina, or Leon County, Florida. The authors dearly
how the importanc and role of extended family in helping to shape
the aga of the Crooms, as well as the story of FIOlida' early develorr
ment, growth, and history. A large numb r of the Crooms not only
migrated to Florida, but they persuad d do e friends to do the same.
At its center, this study chronicles the unfortunate death of
Hardy, his wife, and three children at sea in 1837. Subsequently,
lawsuits ensued as to which family members would inherit hi va t
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holding of bond ervants, land, cotton bales, and hou ehold furnishings in North Carolina and, to a large extent, Florida. Mter
tw nty years of rancorous fighting among family members, Hardy's
mother-in-law Henrietta Smith of North Carolina and his wife's
family inherited the lion's share of the vast estate.
Rogers and Clark place Hardy's life experiences in the context
of hi time . A somewhat enigmatic individual, the authors portray
him a a free spirit in search of direction and his particular place in
Southern ociety. Prior to his death in 1837, Hardy rose high in the
ocial circles of Leon County. Yet, unlike many Middle Florida
plant rs, he rarely participated in local politics. Educated at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the planter spent, intead, a considerable amount of his time a a botanist, author, and
world traveler. And because of his many activities, he became one
of many ab entee planters in the region during the territorial period. Still, Hardy needed Goodwood Plantation to help sustain his
li£ - tyle and that of his family in North Carolina.
Developments at Goodwood mirrored those at many other
imilar plantations throughout the South. It became a large s 1£ufficient cotton plantation operated by slaves toiling und r th
gang labor system. Given that this study focuses primarily on th
whit Crooms and their relative and friends, one can glimp e the
liv of the bondservants who labored at Goodwood. Contrary to
th example of planters' sons who migrated from the eastern aboard to the South and Southwest, Hardy maintained paternalistic
attitudes toward his slaves, who numbered at one point over thirty.
Hardy, much like his parents, did not mask his dependence on
lave labor. For example, he wrote to the overseer, "Tell Fortune to
do the best he can [with the cotton] and I will reward him when I
come out" (37). Hardy regarded his slaves as investments. He replaced overseers who abused them.
Yet, not uncharacteristic of other slaveholders, the planter sold
and purchased slave . But, he kept together one particular slave
family and its kinfolk on the Goodwood plantation. Here th authors traced the nuclear and extended family members through
three generations. Fortune, his wife, children, grandchildr n, and
oth r relatives were a close knit group that increased in number
over time. Hardy, hi brother Bryan, and various overseers regarded Fortune a an important cog in the plantation machinery.
They apparently tried to keep the patriarch's family and kinfolk together because of their obvious high regard for him.
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This book is well documented by use of census records, manuscript collections, newspapers, and tax rolls. It succeeds at placing
this particular planter-class family and its twi ted web of kinfolk
within the overall context of southern ociety from the 1800s to the
Civil War. Students of Southern, Florida, and American history,
and those interested in slavery will find this study of the life and
times of Hardy and Bryan Croom to be of significant interest.

Florida A & M University

LARRy E. RIvERS

Far, Far From Home: The Ninth Florida Infantry in the Confederate Anny.
By Gary Loderhose. (Carmel: Guild Pre s of Indiana, 1999. x,
126 pp. Introduction, preface, afterword, notes, index. $22.95
cloth.)
The basic unit of all Civil War armies wa the regiment. Fierce
pride in one's regiment often existed and helped soldiers endure
in camp and on the battlefield. Florida sent proportionately a high
percentage of its sons in such regim nts to fight for the Confederacy in both main theaters of the war. So far few histories of individual Florida regiments have appeared, though now Gary
Loderhose's Far, Far From Home fills the void in the case of the Ninth
Florida Infantry.
Loderhose builds his study around two Florida soldiers pulled
reluctantly into war by entering the ranks of the Ninth Florida. William A. Hunter and hi teenaged son Young, both of Columbia
County, enlisted in the same company and shared the rigors of
army life. A slaveholding farmer and ardent secessionist, the elder
Hunter was the first to volunteer in December, 1863 under pressure from Confederate conscription laws. Their independent local
defense company first tasted battle at Olustee in 1864 as part of the
Sixth Florida Battalion. However pressing rebel manpower shortages led to the unit's subsequent reorganization into the Ninth
Florida Regiment and its abrupt transfer to Virginia. Both Hunter
marched northward with heavy hearts as they left family behind all
but unprotected from the Union enemy.
Letter home graphically describe the movement to Richmond, the ravages of illness, hunger, fatigue, and finally the terror
of facing deadly combat. The Ninth Florida arrived in time to participate in the 1864 campaign raging in Virginia, and oldiered
from Cold Harbor to the trenches at Petersburg. Loderhose chron-
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icle th longing for home the e Floridian £ It and how the climate
change au ed them a p cial misery and decimated th ir numb r
a surely a Yankee bullets. Some 64 percent of the Ninth ' oldiers
would b admitted to hospitals during their Virginia ojourn. Constant petitions to transfer Florida 'troops back to the state to spare
them from such suffering fell on deaf ears however.
Unfortunately, Private William A. Hunter's luck ran out at the
clash at the Weldon Railroad when he sustained a gunshot wound.
The forty-two-year-old died in a Richmond hospital on August 24,
1864 leaving his wife and sev ral small children at home. Young
Hunter stayed with his company through the long siege of Peter burg and finally laid down hi arm with the remnant of the Ninth
Florida that made it to Appomattox Court House.
While an interesting tale, Far; Far From Home i not without flaws.
The narrativ at time kips around in time and needs an overall
tighter focus. Th author doe not really tap into the voluminous
numb r of econdary ource that pertain to hi subject, and some
of th econdary works that were consulted are a bit dated. No student of Civil War soldiers can afford not to use the seminal works of
James M. McPher on or Reid Mitchell in any attempt to understand
th £ eling and motivation of these men. In some places sources
are quoted without a corr ponding citation. References to the
struggle at Olustee as being the only battle fought in Florida during
the war and to an '8th Colored Corp" fighting there need revision.
All that a id ,Far, Far From Home doe make a contribution to
our understanding of the Civil War experience for Floridians a
one of the few recent regimental hi tori s y t produced. Hopefully,
oth rs will follow thi author' example and examine the rest of
Florida's Confederate units.

Florida Institute of Technology

ROBERT A . TAYLOR

The Antietam Campaign. Edited by Gary W. Gallagher. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1999. xv, 335 pp. Introduction, bibliographic essay, contributors, index. $32.50 cloth.)

September 17, 1862 marked the bloodiest day of the American
Civil War. Robert E. Lee and th Army of Northern Virginia finally
had taken the war to the Union, confron ting George McClellan
and the Army of the Potomac on the banks of Antietam Creek. In
The Antietam Campaign, the most recent volume in the Military Cam-
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paigns of the Civil War eries, Gary Gallagher has selected ten articles
that reevaluate Antietam ' impact on both the North and the
South. Although Gallagher claims this a a work of military history,
mo t of the e say move beyond the traditional battles and tactics
scholarship that ha dominated Civil War historiography. This work
crutinizes the interaction of battlefield events with social, political,
and economic is u s.
Gallagher begins his own essay by challenging scholar to reas ess Antietam' effect on Confederate morale. Rather than viewing the battle as a Southern defeat, he argues that Confederates
r garded it as the culmination of a succes ful campaign. Robert E.
Lee had freed Richmond from th Union' gra p, driven mo t
Northern soldiers from Virginia, and taken the war to the enemy's
wn doorstep. Although Lee's retreat back to Virginia disappint d many Con£ derates, the Army of Northern Virginia's triumph in tlle summ r and fall of 1862 reinvigorated the South.
Complementing Gallagher's piece, William Blair discusses the
on£ derates' di appointment at th cool reception they received
during the Antietam campaign. Although initially disheartened ,
mo t Southerners concluded that their Maryland allies resid d in
parts of the state through which the Army of Northern Virginia did
not pass. Another invasion of the North might have brought Marylanders into the fold.
In separate piec s, Brooks Simp on and Kith Bohannon addres the supply difficulties confronting both armies during the
battle. Simpson argue' that enlisted m n a well as offic rs respected McClellan for hi he itancy to fight the Confederates until
mor weapon, foodstuffs, and soldiers bol ter d his command.
The division within the officer corps wa not a pronounced as
other cholar have contended; McClellan' ubordinates knew the
difficultie they would face leading uch a poorly equipped army
in to battle. Likewise , Bohannon details th obstacles the Confederacy faced in supplying its men. While the Southern government
was not prepared logistically to sustain its armies in 1861 and 1862,
it learned from its mi take , implementing many reform at the local, tate, and national levels.
The other contributors provide more traditional military hi t ry essays but tie them to wider political, ocial, and economic
events. Robert K. Krick describes the carnage of the "Bloody Lane"
and its psychological impact on the soldier who fought there. Robert E. L. Krick examines the Southern artillery's role at Antietam,
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con tending that the battle ranked among one of this branch' most
impressive performances thanks to J. E. B. Stuart and John Pelham .
While Krick condemn the South's chief artillery man, William Nelon P ndleton, Peter Carmichael addresses why Lee repeatedly forgav this officer' military blunders. He concludes that Pendleton's
friendship with Jefferson Davis saved him from Lee 's wrath. Scrutinizing the m n available to McClellan, D. Scott Hartwig maintains
that the Army of the Potomac 's conduct at Antietam was admirable
in view of th number of green troops in its ranks. Lesley Gordon
examine one of these units, the 16th Connecticut Infantry, and
shows the process by which these men came to view their di mal
military performance as a brave and desperate truggle for the
good of their nation. Her essay speaks volume to the difficulties
scholars face in using not only postwar memoirs but also letters
penned within days of an event. Concluding the book, Carol Reardon explor th United States Army's use of taffrides at Antietam
to prepare its officers for World War 1.
The Antietam Campaign provides innumerable insights into this
pivotal battle. It falls short in only one crucial respect-Antietam's
outcome. How did the poorly supplied and inexperienced Army of
the Potomac force the more veteran but ill-equipped and outmanned Army of Northern Virginia from Maryland? Although the
work does not addre s this issue , it provides u with new interpretations and fram work from which to tackle this que tion for Antitam as well as for other battles. Equally important, The Antietam
Campaign show us how intimately linked battlefield events were to
th political, social, and economic course of the war.
Ohio State University, Newark

MICHAEL S. MAN

Jefferson Davis's Generals. Edited by Gabor Boritt. (New York: Oxford Univ rsity Press, 1999. xvii, 217 pp. Introduction, notes,
bibliography, contributors. $27.50 cloth.)

This volume is the latest in a ries of published essays d livered at the Civil War Institute in Gettysburg. The book mostly deals
with J fferson Davis and hi relationships with selected Confederate generals, although three chapters explore other issues involving marriag s of Davis and his generals, Davis's image in visual
formats, and Davi and military strategy.
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The essays on Davis and his generals reflect previous writings
by most of the authors. Thus, those familiar with recent historiography in this area will find little new, but will relish having basic theses in one volume.
Joseph E. Johnston biographer Craig L. Symonds reiterates hi
views of the often bitter Davisjohnston feud. Symonds concludes
that "the whole is less than the sum of the parts" (25) . Symond
blames Johnston more than Davis for their troubles, noting that
whatever merit there may have been to the general's grievances, he
should have made a greater effort to erve his commander-in-chief.
Robert E. Lee biographer Emory M. Thomas discusses the LeeDavis relationship as it impacted trategic thinking about the war.
Thomas argues that despite the long-held view that the two had a
close working relationship and common vision, Lee was much
more interested in the offensive part of the offensive-defensive strategic equation than Davis. Thomas sees this conflict as a major contributor to Confederate defeat in the eastern theater.
T. Michael Parrish, who is neari ng completion of a biography
of P. G. T. Beauregard, finds the Louisiana general behaved much
as Symonds indicates Johnston should have. Though he had many
confrontations with President Davis and bore bitter feelings as a result, Beauregard embraced the "sanctity of civilian authority" (46).
Parrish asserts that Beauregard never let conflicts with Davis interfere with his duties as a general.
Steven E. Woodworth , long-time defender of Braxton Bragg,
notes that Bragg lacked the ability to make quick adjustments on
the battlefield and the ability "to inspire admiration, respect, and
obedience even when his army did not achieve success" (83). Nevertheless, Woodworth predictably argues, Davis could have made a
useful general of Bragg if he had given the general proper support
from Richmond and a better supporting cast of subordinates.
John Bell Hood is examined by Herman Hattaway who relies
heavily upon Hood biographer Richard M. McMurry's work. Hattaway concludes that Hood was a dedicated soldier who did the very
best he could under difficult circum tances, especially after Davis
gave him command of the Army of Tennessee on the outskirts of
Atlanta in 1864. Hood followed a disastrous course, which simply,
in Hattaway's view, proved that the general had been elevated to a
command level far above his capabilities.
In the remaining chapters, Lesley J. Gordon, Harold Holzer,
and James M. McPherson examine other aspects of generals and
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th pre ident. Gordon looks at the marriages of the Davises,
Johnstons, Braggs, Beauregards, and Lees, concluding that the
wive' stories illustrated both traditional and non-traditional b havior. Gordon note that Varina Davis, Lydia John ton, and Eli e
Bragg were outspoken both in advi ing and giving comfort to their
bel aguered hu band. Holzer examines the images, especially in
political cartoons, ofJ f£ r on Davis as a commander-in-chiefwho
wa viewed mor a a military commander than civilian president.
Holz r ' look at Davi from the depths of impri onment to the
heights of Lost Cau h ro-worship is particularly instructive in und r tanding hi la ting image in the South. McPherson concludes
with a well-conceiv d look at Davis and onfederate military strategy. McPh r on argue that Davis was particularly defensiveminded , that he should not be overly-criticized for trying to appea e governors, that the east versus west debate has no ea y answer, and that it should not be forgotten that northern armie had
more than a little to do 'i.vith Confederate defeat.
Th e well-written essays provide good source material for
tho e int re ted in the various nuances of Jefferson Davi a war
leader. A look at his relationships with other generals would have
e nriched th overall effect. One thinks of Edmund Kirby Smith,
John C. Pemberton , Sterling Price, and Earl Van Dorn. Also an index would have enhanc d the reference value of the book. The
highly recommended.
quibbles aside, this volum

MississiPPi State Univer: ity

MICHAEL

B.

BALLARD

The East Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore. Edited by
J effrey M. Mitchem. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press,
1999. viii, 432 pp. Preface, editorial note, publisher's note , introduction, indexes. $39.95 paper.)

Shell mound , and mounds, and shell fields that were built by
arly Indians of Florida have lured archaeologists for excavation
and study. The late comparative anatomi t, Dr. Jeffries Wyman of
the Harvard P abody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology wa one of the first individuals to study Florida's shell midd n and mounds along the St. Johns River. He began his work in
1852 and continued to excavate and publish his results until hi
death in 1874.
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Following in th footsteps of Wyman wa Clarence Bloomfield
Moore (1852-1936) , a wealthy native of Philadelphia. Although a
compl t biography of Moore has not been completed, in The East
Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore, Mitchem gives new
unpublished facts and anecdotes about th man. Clarence Moore
graduated from Harvard Univer ity in 1 73. He probably cam
into contact with Wyman at the Peabody Museum, evidently getting hi fir t introduction to Florida archaeology. In January 1873,
he excavated his first shell heap located in a swamp north. of
Palatka, Putnam County, Florida.
The East Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore, edi ted
and with an introduction by Jeffrey M. Mitchem, is a compilation"of
s venteen papers by Moore that r lates to his Florida studi .
Among the papers featured in the book are "A Burial Mound of
Florida," "Supplementary Investigation at Rick Island," "Mounds in
Florida," "Certain Shell Heaps of the St.John's River, Florida, Hitherto Unexplored," "Certain Sand Mound of the St. John 's River,
Florida, Part I," "Certain Sand Mounds of the St. John's River, Florida, Part II," "Tobacco Pipes in Shell-heap of the St. John' ," "Additional Mounds of Duval and of Clay Countie , Florida," "Rec nt
Acquisitions," "A Cache of Pendent Ornaments," and "Sheet-Cooper from the Mound is Not Nece arily f European Origin." All
of the paper concern Moore's studie primarily along the St. Johns
River and its tributaries of east peninsular Florida. The two maps of
the St. Johns River in these papers that show names and locations
of the mound are e pecially valuable. Moore's maps are far superior and more instructive than Wyman's single map which appeared in his "Fre h-Water Shell Mound of th St. John' River,
Florida" (Peabody Academy of Scienc , Salem, Mass., 1875). One
should be cautious in using both Moore 's and Wyman ' maps, however, as place names have changed; for example, both Moore's and
Wyman's name of Silver Spring is Silver Glen Spring today.
Mitchem provides a tabulation of archaeological site
xtracted from Moore's works by name and site number, largely compiled from the Florida Master Site File, the official repository of
r cords on Florida archaeological and hi toric sites maintained by
the Florida Department of State' Division of Hi torical Resource
in Tallahas e . It i certainly an essential documentation for Florida researchers studying shell mounds on the St. Johns River.
Another beneficial feature is Table 3 entitled, "Regional Chronologies of Florida (Archaeological Cultures)." Thi detailed chro-
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nological chart how the names and time periods of various
Florida cultures dating from BC 12000 to AD 1800. Individuals with
littl background in Florida archaeology can easily determine and
under tand from thi tabulation the chronology and hi tory of
ancient cultur .
There are two minor complaints one might make of The East
Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore: its flimsy paper cover,
and its ov r iz d (14 x 10 inches) format. Yet these drawbacks are
outweigh d by the book's illustrations: the photographs and artwork that complement the text. Reproduction of the images has
b en uperbly accomplished. The artwork is certainly the mo t
"ey -catching" £ ature of the book. Novices will enjoy ju t looking
at th picture.

Univer: ity of Central Florida

WALTER

K1

G LEyT YLOR

Freedpeople in the Tobacco South: Virginia, 1860-1900. By Jeffrey R.
Kerr-Ritchie. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1999. xv, 345 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, appendices,
notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 hardcover, $18.95 paperback.)

The dreaded 'd' word is never mentioned in the introduction
or t xt of Jeffrey R. Kerr-Ritchie's Freedpeople, but one can ea ily det ct without looking under Unpublished Sources in the bibliography that this i a dissertation, perhap somewhat revised. The book
is very detailed with numerous paragraphs so chocked with facts
and figures that they are difficult, if not impossible, to understand.
Not a ingle per on is brought to life , despite passing reference to
hundreds of people.
Marxist ideology so weighs down the thesis that the major
points eem devoid of time and place. Although the book contains
xcellent maps and a specified time frame, one wonders if the announced thesis-"slave emancipation combined with transformed
market conditions gradually eroded traditional forms of social discipline ' (4-5)-could not be a generic plantation system at most any
plac or time in the world. As a result, the book fulfills Kerr-Ritchie 's
announced intention to have a macro and well as micro focus.
A self-proclaimed "working-class Londoner," Kerr-Ritchie forthrightly acknowledges his intellectual debt to British Marxist historian who tre econo mic conflict over the progressive political
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historians who hailed the enlightened leadership class. He compares early studies of England that trumpeted a long happy period
of nation building by an enlightened establishment with a similar
picture of Virginia's "benign and exceptional past." He concedes
that social historians in recent years have "touched up" this classical portrait but still sees "vestiges of benignity and exceptionalism."
He also chastises social historians for de-emphasizing work as a vital
cultural component of people's lives.
As if taking on earlier historian and social historians is not
enough, Kerr-Ritchie tilts his lance at post-modernists for their
"simplemindedness" in contending there is no "history except historians. " Most post-modernists, however, would respond that KerrRitchie has fulfilled their dictum to a tee . As an advocate of social
justice, Kerr-Ritchie comes to the evidence, no matter how nobly,
with a pronounced agenda. While historians have dismissed the
older "simpleminded ness" of the classic German seminar approach
that believed the evidence speaks for itself, one still has to struggle
with the "objectivity question." Kerr-Ritchie takes steps in this direction but in an awkward and confusing manner. What, for example,
does he mean in the following tw0 statements: (1) the book's
method is different from its theoretical premises; and (2) he "attempts to use historically accurate language even while recognizing
its limitations" (9).
Despite an announced time frame of 1860 to 1900, five of KerrRitchie's eight chapters are within the Reconstruction era. The
themes in these chapters will not surprise anyone who has read
Eric Foner's monumental study of Reconstruction. Kerr-Ritchie
does launch into one significant set of evidence-labor contractsthat has potential, but he obscures his analysis by blithely announcing without any explanation that he has carefully examined fortyone of six hundred labor contracts. The reader has to assume that
the one in fifteen examinations is representative.
In addition to the chronological imbalance, Kerr-Ritchie lets
the focus of his work-the freed people-become a stage prop for
his Marxist-Leninist mindset. He contends without any supporting
evidence that the Virginia election of 1867 demonstrates the "freedpeople's communal activities and their class consciousness" (76).
He cannot resist the Leninist model for capitalist development in
chapter seven entitled "The Highest Stage of Tobacco Alliance."
The American Tobacco Company, he contends, explained "monopoly capitalism ... through the notion of articulation" (182). Only
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the most confirmed Marxist will under tand what thi mean. He
al 0 examines key legal cases in Virginia that upheld the rights of
the landlord and a serts that from this emerged the "agricultural
prol tariat" with an accompanying "immi eration" of worker .
Even if w di mi s the paternalistic, romantic, and post-modrn p r p ctive of Virginia' past, urely we can do bett r than the
id ologically pat conclu ion of this book. It is perfectly und rtandable that hi torian favor social ju tice, but one ha to wonder
what i being achi v d when the historian 0 patently cooks th e
vid nce, no matter how extensive, to fit a preconceived id ology.
It i doubtful that many p ople will read thi narrowly d fin d ,
ov rly d tail d, ideologically weighed down work even for the pap rback pric of $18.95.

hri topher Newport Univer. ity

ROBERT

M.

SA NDERS

But Now I See: The White Southern Racial Conversion Narrative. By
Fred Hobson. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1999. xiv, 159 pp. Preface, introduction, bibliography, index.
$30.00 cloth , $14.95 paper.)

The journey toward enlightenment was the arne for a growing
number of twentieth-century outh rn white writers: a sense of
wrongdoing, wre tling with guilt, and confessing one' sin. The in
itself was personal. It lacked meaning within the white regional
culture its chools, churches, and families. The sin was that of
threatening on 's racial other-Mrican American -as inh rently
inferior. Enlightenment reflected "a sort of secular salvation," finding inner peac in one's relationship with other humans, not nece sarily with God (4) . The enlightened minority then confes d
their journ y in what literary scholar Fred Hobson de crib a
modern-day "conversion narratives" reminiscent of Puritan New
England.
Recognizing that many twentieth-century southern writ r
trav led a difficult road to transcend the racism of their people
represents nothing new to scholar. What is new is gathering these
individual experiences in an analytical synthe is. Although hort,
Hob on' gra efully written book deals with a score of writers, delivers much thoughtful analysis, and incorporate the be t of existing cholar hip.
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After a few fal pregnancies and miscarriages in the nineteenth century, the racial conversion narrative was finally given
birth in the 1940s. Hob on looks primarily at the autobiographical
work, as opposed to fiction, of prominent writers like Lillian Smith ,
James McBride Dabb , Sarah Patton Boyle, Willie Morris, and others. Mo t of hi ubjects were raised in middle-class comfort and virtually all came from church-going families. Even as many rejected
the manifest racism of the southern white church, their religious
upbringing influenced the process of their conversion and the language they used to de cribe it. The converted fell back on familiar
words, such as "sin," "repentance," "Baptism," "awakening," and
"guilt." Will Campbell, for example, ordained a Baptist minister
when still a teenager, continued to use th language of an evang 1ical even after he became a sidewalk-pounding civil rights activist
and self-proclaimed teeple dropout.
To different degrees of directness and tridency, the "racially
born again" usually spoke out against the moral duplicity of regional whites (140). Some writers went as far as exposing their family's dirty laundry, prompting Hobson to ntitle on of hi chapt r
"The Sin of the Father ." All the writer told storie about or alluded to their guilt and sub equent enlightenment.
When examining these confessions, Hobson show his scholarly talents. He cautions against interpreting the personal stories of
select individuals as being representative of large society. Hi ubjects were (and are) exceptional pe<;>ple whose consciences were
out of sync with most southern whites. Lillian Smith's guilt-ridden
Killers of the Dream, for example, should be read with the following
caveat: it reflects the confe sions of an emotionally and morally
troubled intellectual projecting personal feelings on a society
where no collective guilt existed. Whites saw themselves as neither
racists nor perpetrators of wrongdoing in their treatment of blacks.
Hobson offers a particularly informative discussion about race
and class. He points out that many of his main ubjects reverted to
the upper- and middle-class habit of regarding the lower classes as
the repository of "the most virulent outhern racism" (134). Hobson looks at recent memoirs, including those of Rick Bragg and
historian Melton McLaurin, and finds evidence of a class consciousness of a Huck Finn-and:Jim variety, complete with intolerant
and drunken fathers (McLaurin excluded) between the subj ct
and a childhood friend. Ultimately, the raci m in "proper" families
that condemned the use of the word "nigger" was no less malignant
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than the ra i m in familie wh re the 'n' word fell from lips with
un onsciou habit.
Som r ad rs might find Hobson 's study of racial conver ion
narrati e la king in the larg r con text of historical hang. Th
conv tsion of Larry L. King, for example , came when h wa forc d
to s rv in a de egregating military in th late 1940 . Hobson
points thi out, but the historian reader will pr bably want Hob on
to mor fully fie h out the impact of the war, Truman' 1948 ex cutive ord r , and the Civil Rights Movement on th minds of white
southern int 11 ctuals.
The book ha nothing directly to do with Florida, av Lillian
Smith 's birth inJa p r. But tudents of the South hould appreciate
th intellect of Hob on and the importanc of But Now l ee.
Univer ity of Alabama at Birmingham

JACK

E. DAVIS

The Pain and the Promise: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Tallahassee,
Florida. By Glenda Ali e Rabby. (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1999. ix, 330 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, afterword, note , bibliograph , index. $40.00 hardcov r.)
While every U.S. hi tory textbook and v ry work on African
Am rican hi tory highlights the tory of the Montgom ry bu boyott, £ wev n mention in pa sing that less than ix month later another city-wide boycott began in Tallahassee, Florida, in May 1956.
Th de cription and interpretation of that successful protest, and
of Tallaha
ub equent civil rights activism and white r itance to yield more than the minimum nece ary to maintain a facade of order, i the important and chastening chapter in Florida '
and the nation ' hi tori s that Glenda Alice Rabby 0 competently
xamines.
In Tallaha ee, as would later prove true in many other locale
in the South , th daring and courage of black college students
(Florida A&M) served a th catalyst for prot st activity, and the reolve of their mothers and aunts-th chur hwomen of th community-provided th upport necessary to overcom the white
stabli hment's oppression and di tru t of change. Similarly, in Tallahassee and elsewh r , black minister Charl K nzi Steele beam the leader and symbol of nonviolent demon tration while
th local National Association for the Advancement of Color d
People suppli d
ntial financial and legal a i tanc . In mid-Feb-
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ruary 1960, as the sit-ins begun in Greensboro pread across North
Carolina, black students in Tallahasse sat down at the Woolworth
lunch counter, requested service, and, after being refused, remained at the counter. Few local Mrican Americans, besides Steele,
initially upported the students. But It he extraordinary perseverance and leadership of the Stephens sisters-Patricia and
Priscilla-soon catapulted the Congre s of Racial Equality (CORE)
and evermore militant direct action protests to the fore in Florida's
capital. Indeed, it would require ever larger and more aggressive
demonstrations to sweep away the vestiges of legal segregation in
public accommodation; and equally courageou ,resolute activism
to open the voting booths to blacks in northern Florida. However,
just as the gains of the Civil Rights Movement became tangible, the
white backlash, clearly manifest by 1966, blocked further progress
in race relations and brought the Republicans, fanning the fires of
white fear and discontent, to power in the state (30).
More than any other issue, school desegregation encapsulated
the struggles of Tallahassee blacks to achieve equality and the stubborn refusal of white fear and mistrust to recede. It would prove to
be the longest and most bitter chapter in that community's civil
rights conflict. Despite more progressive political and business
leadership than the states of the Deep South, as well as a population with fewer Mrican Americans and more recent northern transplants than its neighbors, Florida too did all it could to delay
compliance with the Supreme Court's ruling to end school segregation. It enacted duplicitous pupil placement and freedom-ofchoice plans-which permitted variou subterfuges by local school
boards-to forestall desegregation for a decade, and then utilized
the courts to continue to keep black and white schoolchildren as
separate as possible, for ·as long as possible. In this, Tallahassee
whites had their most potent ally in federal district judge Harold
Carswell. Fittingly, President Richard Nixon would appoint this
adopted son of Tallahassee to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, as
part of his strategy to woo white southerners away from George
Wallace and the Democrats, and then nominate Carswell to the
U.S. Supreme Court. Because of his dilatory record on civil rights,
however, and membership in a whites only club, the Senate rejected the nomination.
Four decades after the bus boycott, much has changed in Tallahassee and throughout Florida, yet much remains the same. The
color line has been erased but a racial (and class) divide looms
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large. To a significant ext nt, Tallahas
black and white diagree on fundamental issues, vote differently, and live in eparat
neighborhoods. Median household income for black is till only
about half that of whites, and the rate of poverty among Tallahassee
African Americans is more than twice as high as that for whites. Although a minority of the population, 75 percent of the local jail
population is black; and Florida A&M's student body is 90 percent
black. Still, many blacks in Tallahassee have experienced enormous
improvements in education, employment, participation in governmental affairs, and the constitutional protections afforded th m.
And, perhaps the chief legacy of the Civil Rights Movement, the
struggle for black equality continues.
For some twu decades now, scholars have been issuing calls for
tudie of the truggle for civil rights at the local and community
level. \Nhile few disagreed with the need, fewer undertook th
work. Ware indebted to Rabby for so thoroughly unearthing thi
important and previously neglected chapter in this nation' ivil
rights hi tory. Personally, I wish Rabby had done more to set th
cene by illuminating Tallahassee 's civil rights struggle prior to
1956, as well as spotlighting current civil rights activity in th city.
But quibbles a ide, I strongly recommend this massively researched
and legantly written book to all students of Florida history and all
inter ted in the struggle for racial equality.
Univer. ity of New Hampshire

HARVARD SITKOFF

Dixie Before Disney: 100 Years of Roadside Fun. By Tim Hollis. Oackson: Univ rsity Pr ss of Mississippi, 1999. xiii, 193 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, epilogue, bibliographical say , index.
$45.00 cloth, $25.00 paper.)

Florida hi torians may not wish to publicly acknowledge thi ,
but the fact is modern Florida was built on tourism. And not just
cla ic Flagleresque tourism, but tacky, culturally- hallow, gaudy
touri m. Th r i no escaping this fact, and thu it is rather refr hing to see a scholarly volume which xplores the role of such touri m in the South , Florida included.
Tim Holli ' illustration-packed Dixie Before Di ney: 109 Years of
Roadside Fun is the fir t book to truly examine the phenomenon of
South rn tourism before 1971 (the year Walt Disney World opened
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in Florida). Hollis begins with the tw ntieth-century impact of th
automobile and a n w, improved road network which for th fir t
time allowed averag Americans to enjoy vacations. Thi road n twork finally culminat d with the Inte rstate Highway y tern of th
1950 , which offered both advanta es and disadvantages to th
tourism industry. Th history of South rn tourist "in titution ' i
illuminated, from Holiday Inns to olon I Sanders to Horn ' to
the ubiquitous Stuckey s (whose founder, William S. Stuck y, onc
stated, "Thank God the North won the war. It would hav b en
awful if there hadn't b en any Yanke to s 11 to. ") Florida in tituti.on like Captain D' and Red Lob t r (Lakeland), Burg r King
(Jack onville) and Lum' (Miami) are not neglected.
The Smoky Mountain, the Ozark , and other Southern vacation pots get their fair share, but Florida naturally claims the lion 's
hare of Hollis 's attention. He explores the numerous attraction
that hot up across Florida in the twentieth century, and tidily ummarizes their various histories. Chap ter Three i e peciallya mustread for Florida fan , where the hi tory of the state's beach i
highlighted, a ar Miami' Marineland, Fort Walton Beach ' Gulfarium, St. Pet r burg' Bounty exhibit, Panama City Beach' G ofy
Golf, and many, many more. Thi chapt r i on of the enjoyabl
a p cts of th book-it neatly bring tog th r th tori b hind
virtually every major Florida attraction b for 1971.
Th r is a chapter for the fanta y world , which includ s Lak
Wales' Spook Hill, Tampa's Fairyland, and the 'Juras ic Park" of
Daytona Beach's Bongoland. A chapt r on historic ite gives homage to St. Augustin ' heritage (along with-Believe It Or Not-the
gaudy touri t trap that ventually prout d th r ) , and in a chapt r on natural beauty spots the Bok Singing Tower (Lake Wal )
and Cypress Garden (Winter Haven) are £ atured. One chapt r i
devoted to spring and naturally Florida win thi one hand down,
with Ocala' Silv r Springs (and th later Bartl tt Deer Ranch) ,
Wakulla Springs, Rainbow Springs, Homosas a Springs, and the famou 'mermaid" of W eki Wachee Spring. Anotller chapt r £ atures McK e' Jungle Gardens (Vero Beach) , Monkey Jungle and
Parrot Jungle (Miami), Lion Country Safari (Palm Beach) , and
Bu h Garden (Tampa) to name a few. om Florida attraction
were just out of place, like Panama City Bach' Jungle Land which
featured a "genuine" smoking volcano and a cave to the "magma
chamb r," with tour guide who look d like xtra from One M illion
Years B. C. (tlle "volcano" i till ther , though now convert d into
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an Alvin' I land department store). And, reflecting the nationwide
t 1 vision fad of th late 1950s and early 1960s, were th "Wild
W t" citie of Six Gun Territory at Ocala and Panama City Beach'
~ mb ton Territory and Pe tticoat Junction.
Thi book i fun, profusely illustrated , and has a genuine
wealth of mat rial relating to Florida's pr -1971 tourism indu try.
There ar no footnote , but the scholarly arranged bibliographic
e sa provid a tr a ure trove of information on Southern touri t
attractions ( p cially valuable because many such attra tion , by
their very nature, left few sources). The author's tongue-in-cheek
writing (with wonderful puns) should not distract those who wish
to find a well-organized and informative hi tory of touri m in Florida and th r t of th South befor th Mou e arrived. Florida,
aft r all, is ba d on touri m, and it is a delight to e a cultural hisd by a university pre . The author also
tory of thi natur addr
reminds u in hi pilogue just how jaded w have b come, when
we have to b d light d by more spectacular attraction each new
year, and how we hav 10 t the ability to enjoy more simple pursuits.
The changing American idea of fun that he addresses can provide
th e ba is for a whole new book.

Pensacola Junior College

BRJA R. R

CKER

North Carolina Women Making History. By Margaret Supplee Smith
and Emily H rring Wilson. (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Pres , 1999. xx, 382 pp. Foreword, preface, acknowledgments, introduction, epilogue, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95 cloth.)
This book de mon trates how public history and sound scholarhip can be combined into a final product of surpassing importance. The impetu for this publication began when the North
Carolina Mus urn of History recognized that women had been excluded from exhibits about North Carolina's past. To remedy this
oversight, the Mu eum created the North Carolina Women 's Histor Project coordinat d by Margaret Suppl Smith, Profe sor of
Art at Wake Forest niversity. In 1994, Smith and her associates
presented a larg xhibit bearing the sam name as this volume.
In an effort to su tain the impact of this initiativ , Smith
worked with independent scholar Emily H rring Wilson to put the
research into a permanent format. They have produced a volume
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that retains much of th vi ual impact of the xhibit. The oversized
book contains 112 color and 238 black and white illustrations. In
addition, th re ar transcription of historical documents prented much a th y were at the mu eum. At th same time, the author have provided a detailed hi tory of North Carolina women
from arly American Indian ettlements through the end of World
War II. The narrative i upplement d by twenty-two separate biographical ketche of ignificant North Carolina women-two of
the portraits are collective studies of Moravian women in Salem
and lave women on the Somerset Plantation in Washington and
Tyrrell countie .
For scholar of outhern and women's history, this volum fill
an important void. It provides the first comprehensive review of
women's hi tory in North Carolina. Th text is based on a thorough analysi of printed primary sources and the most current econdary tudi s. The authors are careful to note places where
scholarly interpretation differ and invit the readers to weigh th
evidence. While there is a consistent interpretive framework-that
worn n hav b n on i tently undervalued and un qually
tr ated-the auth r ar not h avy hand d in pr enting it. The
author al 0 correctly not that worn n hared with m n ub tantial cla s and racial prejudices. Thu Smith and Wil on show that
many women ndorsed actions or programs that worked to the detriment of their si ters. Thi intellectual hon ty mean that scholars can use this tudy with confid nc .
The book is divided into three sections and nine chapters. The
first s ction covers North Carolina hi tory to 1 00. The introductory chapter de ribe the evolution of American Indian women 's
lives from hunter and gatherer societies to the more settled agriculture and hunting communities. Smith and Wilson then de crib
the ettlement, frontier advancement, ub istence living, and social
and economic differentiation that charact rized North Carolina
during the colonial period. They carefully describe the important
role played by Mrican American women-slave and free-in the
process. Not without some irony, th authors note that the maturing of the tate' ociety meant that y ars of r volution and political
independence brought increasing and legalized discrimination
again t women.
The econd ection de cribe the live of North Carolina
women from 1800 to the end of Reconstruction. The authors analyze the tragedies endured by Indian women, the indignities and
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hardships faced by lave women, and the crucial economic contributions made by yeoman and tenant farmer wive. The chapter on
the Civil War and Reconstruction is particularly trong becau e
women from all social and economic group are quoted more extensively than at any other period cover d by the book.
The last s ction cover the year 1877 to 1945. The chapter on
the New South period unblinkingly examine the growth oflegal racial restrictions and the hardships born by women factory workers.
Despite the pa age of the national uffrage amendm nt in 1919,
the author note that women's lives changed litde before 1941.
More women had acces to high r ducation and urban environm nts, but these forces of change had relatively little impa t. The
great crisis ofWorId War II provided unparalleled opportunities for
North arolina worn n, and many were abl to secure financially r warding and chall nging po ition in ide and outside of th tat.
This very fine book is most distingui hed by its comprehensiveand balance. Unlike many pr viou urveys of the state' (prn
dominandy male) history, Smith and Wil~on are careful to cover all
g ographical regions during all hi torical epochs. Equally innovativ
i th ir interweaving of the stories of women of all social and economic clas . The re ult of this inclu ion of a wide variety of materials
i a tudy of great appeal to general readers and of significant value to
scholars. That i a very rare and considerable accomplishment.

Berea College
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The Tropic of Cracker. By AI Burt. (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 1999.224 pp. $24.95 cloth.)
Published as part of th Florida History and Culture serie , this
anthology includes both AI Burt' old essays and some new additions. As ajournalist he ha an ear for a good story, and his provocative tales will entertain the most di cerning reader. Crackers may
have been cow hunters, but the men and women that interest Burt
have a variety of occupations. To Burt, a retired pri on officer who
advocates the death penalty is as much a Cracker as the catfishermen who haul a living from Lake Ok echobee. Norton Baskin, husband of writer Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, describes himself as a
Cracker and reveals himself as a great storyteller too. These characters are not historical figures; they are modern individuals. The term
"Cracker" defies definition, but by sharing his vision of the word's
meaning Burt brings his readers closer to these elusive people.
The QJtotable George Washington: The Wtsdom of an American Patriot.
Compiled and edited by Stephen E. Lucas. (Madison, Wis.: Madison House Publishers Inc., 1999. 102 pp. $17.95 cloth.)
We do not usually remember George Wa hington for his
words; Thomas Jefferson occupies the wordsmith 's place among
the Founding Fathers. Nevertheless, Washington wrote prolifically
throughout hi long career and during his retirement. Stephen Lucas has collected quotations from Washington's public and private
correspondence. This slim volume, therefore, includes Washington's thoughts on such diverse topic as war, government, and marriage. Since he had speech writers' assistance, the public words may
not be entirely his own but the sentiments surely are. He did not
[117]
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a "I can't tell a Ii ," but he did writ "Mankind ar not y t ripe for
the millennial tat ": a quotation for our time ind d.
FightingJoe Hooker. By Walter H. Hebert with an introduction by
J ames A. Rawl y. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999.
354 pp. $15.95 paper.)

Now available in paperback, this 1944 profile primarily inve tigates Joseph Hooker's military engagements with particular re£ rence to Chancellorsville. Although Hooker is remembered for
leading the Union Army to one of its worst defeats, he never repeated the mistakes of Chancellorsville and later ecured victories
at Chattanooga and Atlanta. Walter H. Hebert portrays Hooker as
a talented administrator and able commander who judgement
failed at its greatest test. Despite its age, this work remains the definitiv account of Hooker's career and includes a wealth of detail.
A deep knowledge of the Civil War is unnecessary to enjoy this biography becau e Hebert writes in an easy style suitable for all interest levels.
An Inquiry into the Law of Negro Slavery in the United States ofAmerica
to which is prefixed An Historical Sketch of Slavery. By Thomas R. R.
Cobb. Introduction by Paul Finkelman. (Athens: University of
Georgia Pre s, 1999.600 pp. $65 cloth.)

First published in 1858, this important legal work is once more
available. Thomas Cobb was a lawyer and politician who helped to
codify Georgia' laws and founded Georgia's first law school. He assisted in drafting th e Confederate Constitution and re mained a
staunch confederate until his death at the battle of Fredericksburg.
Cobb designed hi book for use in training southern lawyer, and
h e hoped that it would undermine northern legal arguments
again t lave ry. The book compris s two parts: first, a pro-slavery,
racist, and outhern nationalist account of slavery from ancient
time; cond , a manual for lawye rs that defends slavery and southern int r ts. Although slavery was abolished shortly after its publication, Cobb's work continued to influence the courts in ruling
against freedmen ven during Recon truction. Surprisingly easy to
r ad, thi work will interest many, and scholar will find it a ignifiant primary sourc .
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At the Right Hand ofLongstreet: Recollections ofa Confederate Staff Officer.
By G. Moxley Sorrel. Introduction by Peter S. Carmichael. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. 315 pp. $14.95 paper.)

G. Moxley Sorrel's narrative of hi activities as Longstreet's
aide is now available in paperback and augm nted by Peter Carmichael's introduction. Sorrel do not succumb to opportunities
to criticize Longstreet as did many of hi contemporaries nor does
he go to the opposite extreme and ulogize his superior. Instead,
he offers a balanced portrait of the man frequently blamed for losing the battle of Gettysburg. Unlik hi p r , Sorrel does not worship Lee or the Lost Cause ideal though he eagerly supported th
Confederacy. His account, then, i a balanced view of per onalitie ,
places, and events that makes an nt rtaining read and provide a
useful primary source for academic .
Recollections of a Southern Daughter: A Memoir by Cornelia Jones Pond
of Liberty County. Edited by Lucinda H. MacKe than. (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1998. 160 pp. $24.95 cloth.)

Unlike most writers recalling the Antebellum and Civil War periods, Cornelia Jones Pond never intended her memoir for publication. She dictated her life story t her daughter 0 that her
descendants could know how she had lived. This book, therefore,
has a conversational tone that seduce the reader into seeing the Antebellum South as an ideal society. As Lucinda H. MacKethan points
out, however, Pond is blind to the violence inherent in a slave culture. Historians are already familiar with the people and places that
Pond describes because Fanny Kemble wrote about th am ar a.
Consequently, Pond's omissions are very clear. MacKethan does not
credit Pond with purpo ely bending the truth but with the blindness
associated with having no experience of living without slaves. For
that reason Pond could not see the problems that were so obvious to
outsiders. Neverthele , he give us a meticulously detailed view of
plantation society from the perspective of a white participant.
The Northwest Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore. Edited and with an introduction by David S. Brose and Nancy Mari
Whit. (Tu caloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999. 528 pp.
$49.95 paper.)

While its lack of narrative mak s difficult reading, this book
offer incomparable encyclopedic descriptions of Northw t Flor-
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ida' archa ological sites. Clarence Bloomfield Moore wa independ ntly w althy and able to indulge his passion for archaeology. In the
early twentieth century he made several expeditions to Florida's prehistorical ites. Although an enthusiastic amateur, he contributed
greatly to our knowledge of the area, and his descriptions formed the
foundations of later studies. His book is amply illustrated, and David
S. Bro e and Nancy Marie White add to its utility by placing Moore's
work in th context of his time and interpreting its valu to u today.
A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida. By Bernard Roman. Edited and ,.vith an introduction by Kathryn E. Holland
Braund . (Tu caloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1999. 376 pp.
$44.95 cloth.)
A noted cartographer and botanist, Bernard Romans published
A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida in 1775. Kathryn E.
Holland Braund's introduction enhances this version by giving a
biographical sketch of Romans. He was born in the Netherlands
and trained in urveying and navigation. Later he became deputy
surveyor of G orgia, principal deputy surveyor for the Southern
District, and eventually botanist for East Florida. Both the English
and the Americans used his maps during the war for independence,
but Romans only fought for the patriots. An argumentative man , he
managed to disagree with almo t everyone with whom he worked
throughout his career. Nevertheless, Braund explains that A Concise
Natural History of East and West Florida give an accurate account of
th r gion, and she believes that Romans wa a scholar of di tinction. Romans intended his book as a navigational aid and as a treatise to promote trade and settlement in the r gion. To this end, hi
work included navigational charts and comprehensive accounts of
flora and fauna, the use of slaves, the Indian tribes he encountered,
and advice to ettlers. Braund's new edition make this rar manucript readily available to modern scholars for use as a primary
ource and to those with a I ss academic interest in Florida's past.
Yankee Dutchman: The Life of Franz Sigel. By Stephen D. Engle.
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1999. 368 pp.
$19.95 paper.)
This 1993 account is now available in paperback and affords evryone an opportunity to explore the Civil War from an unu ual
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p rsp ctive. Stephen D. Engle' work is more than a biography b caus it investigates German Americans' attitudes toward the Civil
War and the limits to their acculturation. Although Franz Sigel wa
not a great general, he was highly respected by fellow German
Americans because he had participated in the 1848 revolutions that
swept Europe. Despit his shortcomings, he managed to procure
appointments becau e hi pre ence induced support from German
American that would otherwise not have been forthcoming. His
leadership of his own people was matched only by his ability to upt hi colleagues and superiors with his stereotypical German rigidity and arrogance. In writing with these broader issues in mind,
Engle has produced a scholarly work that is also an enjoyable read.
Writing the Civil War: The Qy,est to Understand. Edited by James M.
McPherson and William]. Cooper Jr. (Columbia: University of
South Carolina Press, 1998.260 pp. $45 cloth.)

A hort peru al of the book reviews and notes in the Quarterly
will te tify to the exten ive academic and popular intere t in the Civil
War. In Writing the Civil War; p ciali ts urvey this literature and highlight some m~or topic for d bat. While no one volume can cov r
everything written on the subject, thi book include military history,
politics, social history, economics, gender, and slavery. Additionally,
the contributors point to areas that require still more attention from
scholars, for example, is u such as prisoner of war and naval strategy have yet to receive adequate scrutiny. While many studies exist
on pr sidents Lincoln and Davis, mor investigation is required into
the influ nce each congre had on the war. These hi torian al 0
suggest that comparing the confederacy with other revolutionary
movements could foster a better understanding of the Civil \lVar.
Thi ov rview will b indi pensable to students yet provide interest
for casual readers as well. Doubtless, it will also inspire a new generation to produce many more interesting books on the Civil War.
Flight Into Oblivion. By A.]. Hanna. With a new introduction by William C. Davi . (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Pre ,
1999. 306 pp. $17.95 paper.)

At first sight this book appears to be a work of fiction , but it i ,
in fact, a classic work of history that has been republished. Traditionally, Civil War histories end at Appomattox, and Reconstruction
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hi torie begin a new era for the South. This framework ignores the
fate of the Confederate leaders. A. J. Hanna fills that historical gap
by explaining what happened to all the Confederate cabinet members after Appomattox. Only two managed to escape: John C.
Breckinridge and Judah P. Benjamin fled separately through Florida to Cuba. Disguised alternately as farmers, fi hennen, or pirates,
til e men outwitted the Federal authorities. Others were not so
lu k ; Jefferson Davis 's capture, dressed as a woman, is well known ,
but Hanna explains it from Davis's perspective. Still, Hanna does
n t n gl t Federal opinion and devotes much space to details of
publi d mand for Confederate leaders ' executions. A n ew introduction by William C. Davis enhances this edition, and the original
drawing and map add even more flavor to this thrilling drama.
Soliloquy of a Farmer's Wife: The Diary ofAnnie Elliott Perrin 17 December 1917-31 December 1918. Edited by Dale B.J. Randall. (Athen :
Ohio University Press, 1999.384 pp. $19.95 paper.)

When Anni Elliott Perrin traveled to Florida in 1917, he rece ived a diary a a gift from her children. Perrin and her hu band
made the trip to inve tigate their prospects if they moved from
Ohio. Despite the tropical climate and abundant oranges, howev r,
Florida did not attract Perrin. She may have found writing more
cong nial becau e, on her return to Ohio in March 1918, she continued to write daily notes. Her diary, therefore, chronicles both
h r abortive trip to Florida and her routine life in Ohio. She includes d tails of tile influenza epidemic and the trauma of sending
a on off to war. Her grandson, Dale B. J. Randall, has edited her diar for publication and gives substantial biographical information
and notes that help explain Perrin's short entries.
My Father, Daniel Boone: The Draper Interoiews with Nathan Boone.
Edited by Neal O. Hammon. With an introduction by Nelson L.
Dawson. (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1999. 169 pp.
$19 loth.)

An interest in the fronti r led Lyman Draper to avidly collect
significant manu cripts and preserve them for later generations.
He interviewed Nathan Boone, Daniel's only surviving child, in 1851.
Nathan u ed the opportunity afforded by the interview to dispel
the myths that had grown up concerning his father, Dani 1 Boone,
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who per onified that national h ro-the fronti r man. Published
for th fir t time, these pap r are an invaluabl ource of information about Daniel Boon. Neal O. Hammon ha gently edited the
important docum nts to make them accessibi to everyone.
Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom: The Escape of William and
Ellen Craft from Slavery. By William Craft. With a new foreword
and biographical e ay by R. J. M. Blackett. (Bat n Roug : Louiiana State Univ r ity Press, 1999. 102 pp. $14.95 paper.)
William and Ellen Craft escaped from slavery in 1848. Since
Ellen had white kin, h posed a her husband' ma ter. They fled
from Georgia to Philadelphia and then to Boston. As William Craft
was illiterate when he escaped, his publication of their experiences
in 1860 represented a remarkable achievement. He tell their tory
with humor and determination but without bitterne . Richard
Blackett's biographical ketch compi tes the story of their live after they gained their freedom. They worked in Britain for abolition
and returned to Georgia after the ivil War. Although they bought
a plantation, social and economic pr s ures contributed to its failure. The Crafts did not live to see its final sale. This book is ala ting
monument to their efforts.
Chickamauga: A Battlefield Guide with a section on Chattanooga. By
Steven E. Woodworth. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1999.216 pp. $16.95 pap r.)
Gettysburg: A Battlefield Guide. By Mark Grim ley and Brook D.
Simpson. (Lincoln: Univ r ity of ebraska Pr ss, 1999. 212 pp.
$17.95 paper.)
First-time and r turning VISItor will appreciat these wonderful guide . Both books give directions for getting to each landmark,
then orientation to xplain the view that the participants in the
battles would have had. Not only do th guide explain what happen d, but th also provide an ana]y i of the events and anecdotes that mak the events realistic. Almost every pag ha a map 0
the owners of these books will n ver I ok aimlessly around wondering if they ar in the right place. It tak s about ix hours to complete one of the e tour 0 th yare not for th faint-h art d, but
they do not require significant mobility. Thes guides will en ur
that thos who wish may see everything and mi s nothing.
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